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The single most intimate look at Muhammad Ali’s retirement, told through the story of an
unexpected, powerful and life-changing friendshipIn 1988, then struggling writer and video store
worker Davis Miller drove to Muhammad Ali’s mother’s modest Louisville house, knocked on the
door, and introduced himself to his childhood idol. Now, all these years later, the two friends
have an uncommon bond, the sort that can be fashioned only in serendipitous ways and fortified
through shared experiences. Miller draws from his remarkable moments with The Champ to give
us a beautifully written portrait of a great man physically devastated but spiritually
young―playing mischievous tricks on unsuspecting guests, performing sleight of hand for any
willing audience, and walking ten miles each way to grab an ice cream sundae. Informed by
great literary journalists such as Joan Didion, Tom Wolfe, and Gay Talese, but in a timeless style
that is distinctly his own, Miller gives us a series of extraordinary stories that coalesce into an
unprecedentedly humanizing, intimate, and tenderly observed portrait of one of the world’s most
loved men.25 photographs

Bill Littlefield, Only a Game, NPR:Approaching Ali offers an unmatched personal account of the
boxer's life beyond the ring. . . . There have been many books about Muhammad Ali, and there
will be more, but . . . nobody is more qualified to write about Ali's post-boxing life than Miller.Leon
Gast, Academy Award-winning director, writer, and producer of When We Were Kings on
BBC4:Magnificent. Unlike anything else that's been written. The book is astounding, the best
ever about Ali. Publishers Weekly:In clear, observant prose, Miller details how the most
outspoken and graceful heavyweight of all time now struggles to knot a tie or make himself
understood. Yet in the wreck of 'the black Superman,' Miller discovers and celebrates a spiritual
Ali, a bodhisattva molded by the unlikely path of boxing and the Nation of Islam.... [Miller's]
engagement and journalistic integrity provide a unique perspective on a man he portrays as a
hero for the world. Maya Angelou:Each of Mr. Miller's Muhammad Ali tales is lyrical, important,
and rigorously humanizing. There is music and truth in each sentence he writes. I can think of no
higher praise for a writer or his work.The Decoder (Spain):Modern boxing, they say, has had
three great writers since the mid-20th century: George Plimpton, Joyce Carol Oates, and
Norman Mailer. Someone is missing from the list. Without a doubt, we should include among
the chosen ones, Davis Miller, (who) writes as Ali boxed: devilishly well, with surprising agility
and humility that don't stop him from throwing lethal punches . . . (This is) perhaps the most
amazing book of the year, and without a doubt the most moving, even for those who hate
boxing.El Pais (Spain's largest newspaper):This little gem of the nonfiction genre is the best and
most personal approach to the most transcendent sportsman in history. . . . Revealing, deep,
tender, epic.Donald Hall:Not like anything else that I have read. What a strange encounter



between this extraordinary man and his gifted troubadour. One has the feeling of absolute and
radiant verisimilitude, which is exactly what one requires.El Cultural de El Mundo (Spain):The
best book ever about Muhammad Ali - and much more. (Approaching Ali) is the best journalism
and the best timeless literature.Sports Illustrated:(Miller) recounts his (long) bond with the
champ, catching Ali's graceful decline and his influence. Thoughtful, emotive.About the
AuthorDavis Miller's award-winning stories have been published in many of the leading national
magazines―Men’s Journal, GQ, Esquire, Sports Illustrated, and Rolling Stone, among others.
He is the internationally best-selling author of two previous books, including The Tao of Bruce
Lee, and is co-librettist of the acclaimed chamber opera Approaching Ali, which is based on his
classic story, "My Dinner with Ali."
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pb, “He has a beautiful style in the tradition of great Southern writers. Wow. I didn't simply read
this. I was absorbed into a world Davis Miller created. He has a beautiful style in the tradition of
great Southern writers How he does it, within the post fight years of Ali, I don't know. But he
does. I think of the world's of Mark Twain, of Tolkien.I have found his writings and books very
powerful over the years. Here I am, once again, ruminating over finishing the latest. Teddy
Kennedy once spoke that, few men have the chance to bend history. Clearly Muhammed Ali
was one of those chosen few. I would say that Davis Miller has shaped the history of
Muhammed Ali.  No small feat.”

Katie, “Brilliant!. I got a signed copy in March of last year in London at the exhibition 'I Am the
Greatest: Muhammad Ali at The O2', which Davis Miller and Muhammad Ali's wife Lonnie signed
for me. This was three months before Mr Ali's death. Mr Miller was a lovely man to speak with. I'd
read his book 'Tao of Muhammad Ali' years ago and admired it. The focus in 'Approaching Ali' is
more on Mr. Ali himself than in Mr. Miller's previous work.The exhibition was fun. Davis Miller
gave several of us a guided tour, telling stories about various artefacts and about his friendship
with Ali. A great experience, a lovely man, and this book is nothing short of brilliant.”

Paul Marley, “A wonderful book for Sports fans and non fans alike.. I recommend this book very
highly to any reader looking for engaging, touching and real stories of human interest. I have
read Mr. Miller's other writings and the stories in this book that appeared in his other books have
been beautifully polished and they shine ever more brightly now. The new stories bring an
additional dimension to Mr. Miller's fascinating relationship with the the World's most famous
Man. Mr. Miller's writing is a pleasure to read. His descriptive style is vibrant and full. He is able
to make you feel that you are living these remarkable experiences right along with him. Even if
you've never seen a boxing match you'll come away from this book an Ali fan and a Miller fan,
too.”

Dayna Woodbury, “Ali. A must read. Between the author and Ali, its a beautiful but complicated
and joyful journey.I grew up, in Ali's time period. Not only did I watch him fight, watched him
stand for whathe believed was right.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. great book, reminds us we are human.”

Robert C. Shirley, “Five Stars. Great writing by Davis Miller--as usual!!!”

J. Patrick Cremin (pcremin@hallestill.com), “Five Stars. Bought for my brother--he loves it.”

G. Walker, “A remarkable book by a remarkable writer. I’ve long enjoyed Davis Miller’s books and



revisit them often - when I do, I not only find something fresh - an expression, a feeling - but also
have a sense of returning, of something warmly familiar being stirred back into existence.Miller
has an uncanny knack of transporting the reader to a time and place, one which creates an
aching, yearning melancholy and which taps into a Proust-like seam of subconscious, like a
scent that instantly evokes a distant childhood memory or the sound of long-forgotten but
instantly remembered melody.Approaching Ali, A Reclamation in Three Acts is no exception. It
draws you in, quietly, inviting you to sit on the sofa alongside the Ali family - and to be part of the
often uncomfortable reality of an extraordinary life, lived out amid the mundanity of everyday
existence. The Greatest, in slow decline - it could almost be a modern day Shakespearean
tale.On the book’s sleeve notes, Maya Angelou says, ’There is music and truth in each sentence
he writes.’ I couldn’t agree more - much like the book’s subject, Davis Miller’s words dance lightly
on the page before catching you off-guard with punches that send you reeling, delivering blow
on blow of richly visual and poetic imagery.Here he describes Floyd Bass, Ali’s handyman: ‘…
smooth, glowing, unwrinkled skin, shining eyes the hue of sand and October sea; a curly halo of
slightly receding hair that has gone prematurely white (as if it has been illuminated); a short,
round beard the color of both shadow and light; a perpetual-seeming crinkled smile; a whisper-
soft, even-timbred voice; and a general demeanour that suggests he has visited the mountain
and come down changed.”And here, ‘Bob’s Crab Shack’… ‘stunningly bright overhead
incandescents, ladder-backed unfinished pine chairs. The smell of fried shrimp and hush
puppies, beer and sweet tea. An economy-sized towel roll parked in the center of each thickly
shellacked long pine table. Hooting drunks and tyrannisingly massive television screens all
around us, each and every TV projecting ball games….’While the book offers a fascinating and
intimate glimpse into Ali's private life - one observed by the author and forged during the many
years of their friendship - it is as much a vehicle for Miller’s own story and in that sense, could
almost have been written about anyone. Ali fan, boxing fan or neither, I suspect that many
readers will connect with this book in ways the author didn’t intend or perhaps anticipate.A
remarkable book by a remarkable writer. I urge you to read it.”

Shak224, “A concise glimpse into the life of a great man. I think Davis Miller has provided a
wonderful insight into the great character that Ali is. Ali has done so much humanitarian work
post retirement from the ring that he is truely the 'The Greatest'. His role model is much needed
in today's cynical world and I believe Miller has shown what makes Ali a wonderful human being.
Highly recommended.”

STEVE MOORE, “Fantastic. This is a fantastic read and its obvious Davis really knew the
Greatest of all times. The book tells some great stories and the friendship and love between
Davis and Muhammad is there for all to see. 5 STARS.”

Xi Velocity iV, “Five Stars. Brilliant read”



Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Really excellent read, couldn't put down, very enjoyable.”

The book by Davis Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 30 people have provided feedback.
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